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The following is a list of abstracts of papers presented at the Crete EGPRW meeting. Click on a title to view the relative abstract.

Links to paper: 5 | 10 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30

Presentation 1: "STD-diagnosis and HIV-testing by general practitioners in Flanders, Belgium," by Paul van Royen from Belgium

Presentation 2: "Sexual behaviour of Moroccan immigrants of the second generation: knowledge and attitudes concerning choice of marriage-partner, sexuality, contraception, STD and AIDS," by Kristin Hendrickx from Belgium

Presentation 3: "Appropriateness of the antibiotics prescribed in Spain," by Carl Llor from Spain

Presentation 4: "Patient's management of hepatitis C virus. A qualitative approach," by Ferran Gali from Spain

Presentation 5: "Using descriptive epidemiology in clarifying the undefined source of hepatitis C transmission in Greece: the contribution of general practice," by Christos Lionis from Greece

Presentation 6: "Seroprevalence of hepatitis A virus in Turkish population," by Mehmet Ungan from Turkey
Presentation 7: "Involvement of family physicians in prevention of disease (Eureka study): French results," by Denis Pouchain from France

Presentation 8: "Mothers rather than physicians arrange the contraceptive behaviour of Flemish girls," by Lieve Peremans from Belgium

Presentation 9: "Primary-care based randomised placebo-controlled trial of antibiotic treatment in acute sinusitis," by Carl Llor from Spain

Presentation 10: "Knowledge and attitudes of primary care physicians relating to the diagnosis and treatment of streptococcal pharingitis," by Hava Tabenkin from Israel

Presentation 11: "MRSA carriage in nursing homes residents: prevalence, determinants and consequences," by Frank Buntinx from Belgium

Presentation 12: "Virtual Outreach: evaluating the educational impact on general practitioners of teleconferenced joint medical consultations," by Paul Wallace from the United Kingdom

Presentation 13: Not presented

Presentation 14: Not presented

Presentation 15: "Do COPD guidelines improve patient care and save money in practice?" by Rupert Jones from the United Kingdom

Special report: "The EGPRW Home Visits Study," presented by Paul van Royen, Igor Svab and Jose Antonio Miranda

Special report: "The EGPRW website," presented by Jean Karl Soler

Presentation 16: "Gastroenteritis in adults: women's attitudes in primary health care," by Consol Gutierrez-Jimenez from Spain

Presentation 17: "Primary school children. Intestinal parasitosis in Porto," by Zaida Azeredo from Portugal
Presentation 18: "Study on frequencies of infectious diseases and the elevation of temperature," by Waltraud Fink from Austria

Presentation 19: "A proposal for a study to compare two different educational approaches to improving antibiotic prescribing in general practice," by Colin Bradley from Ireland

Presentation 20: "A measurement of the clinical efficacy of general practice based anticoagulaton monitoring," by Karena Hanley from Ireland

Presentation 21: "STEP II: A field test of an evidence-based instrument for the primary care assessment of older people in Europe," by Hagen Sandholzer from Germany

Presentation 22: "After being visited at the emergency department of the primary health care center, do our patients return for the same complaint?" by Alba Cuberas from Spain

Presentation 23: Not presented

Presentation 24: "Randomised, controlled trials that are population based - are they possible in general practice?" by Knut Holtedahl from Norway

Presentation 25: "Winter 1998 - The Influenza Vaccination Project in Migdal Ha'emek Medical Center: The results of vaccination rate and the patients' behaviour towards the vaccination," by Sophia Eilat Tsanani from Israel

Presentation 26: "Assessment of childhood immunization coverage by primary health services in Greece," by Takis Panagiotopoulos from Greece

Presentation 27: "Who is sick more often: the general practitioner or his patient?" by Barbara Michiels from Belgium

Presentation 28: Not presented

Presentation 29: "Youth experiences of frequent attenders in General Practice," by Bert Schilte from The Netherlands

Presentation 30: "Forum on Health Services Research in the Primary Care Sector in the CCE/NIS. An EU ICO Copernicus sponsored programme," by Miklós Fodor from Hungary
Presentation 31: "Influences on the introduction of new drugs - differences between specialists and generalists," by Colin Bradley from Ireland

Presentation 32: "Independent practitioners in Slovenia after the health care reform," by Irena Vatovec Progar from Slovenia
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